Montana Canvas produces the highest quality Wall Tents, Outdoor Gear and Tarps made in the USA. We provide our customers with the highest quality products backed up by legendary customer service. Our products are extensively field tested by experts and professional guides who rely on our gear to provide them the best experiences.

WARNING!
KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC
This tent is made with flame resistant fabric which meets the high specification standards by the California Fire Marshall. It is not fire proof. The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact with any flame source. The application of application of any foreign substance to the tent fabric may render the flame-resistant properties ineffective.
-Maintain adequate ventilation inside your tent at all times. Death by suffocation is possible.
-Carefully consider the possible of falling rocks or tree limbs, lighting strikes, flash floods, avalanches, strong winds, and other objective hazards to reduce the risk of injury to the occupants, or damage to the tent.
-Anchor your tent properly at all times to reduce the risk of injury to the occupants, or damage to the tent. If you do not understand any part, please contact Montana Canvas at 800-235-6518 or www.montanacanvas.com

Easy Instructions for Setting Up Your Tent

The next step is to raise one side of the roof assembly. This is done by inserting the “E” leg poles on one side of the frame. We highly recommend two people for this step. Repeat exact step on other side of the tent and raise the frame upward.

Position your tent body correctly on the frame. This requires getting the tent corners and top ridge centered on the frame.

You will now want to make sure the door is zippered closed to get your tent level on the ground and standing straight.

Properly stake all grommets of the tent bottom to the ground.

Attach the remaining guy ropes at each of the four corners, then the remaining guy ropes on all eave (side) grommets.

Enjoy!
Setting Up
Your Montana Canvas Tent and Frame Is Easy

Congratulations on your purchase of a Montana Canvas tent and frame. As you will notice, portions of your tent’s frame have been pre-assembled for your ease and convenience.

Before you complete the assembly of your Montana Canvas tent and frame, please acquaint yourself with the parts you’ve been provided and the sequence of assembly.

Tent Frame Parts

“A” Ridge Poles (Adjustable Frame Joint with Gold Pin inserted)

“B.” Eave (Side) Poles (Adjustable Frame Joint with Silver Pin inserted)

“C” Rafter Poles (snap buttons on one end with open female end.

“D” Rafter Poles (snap button on one end and male on other)

“E” Leg Poles (rubber crutch tip and male end with snap button.

Tent Frame Assembly

Your tent setup begins with the internal frame roof truss assembly.

While it may appear all joints are the same angle it is important to note that the Gold colored pin in the frame joints are associated with “A” Ridge Poles. The Silver colored pins in the frame joints are associated with the “B” Eave (Side) Poles.

It is important to allow you enough room for frame set up. Assemble “A” Ridge Poles. Then assemble “B” Eave (Side) Poles.

Drawing shows 3 rafter frame in a 12’ x 14’ size. Number of pieces vary by size, but the Ridge Pole joints are always identified by gold pins and Eave (Side) joints are always identified by silver pins.

Assemble the Rafter Pole sections “C” and “D”. Join the completed Rafter pole sections to the top Ridge Pole and the Eave (Side) Pole. Complete roof frame assembly as shown below.

Roll Tent body onto the completed roof frame assembly. NOTE: For first-time assembly only, attach top ridge end guy ropes onto the Tent body. This step must be done prior to raising the roof. Ropes need never be detached after first assembly.